Congratulations to the 2020 PDSA College Scholarship Winners!

$1,500 RECIPIENT
Gretchen Mason, Carrboro, NC
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

“My diagnosis of ITP has drastically changed my own perspective on what matters most and has fueled a passion of equitable health reform.”

$750 RECIPIENT
Julian Cohen, El Paso, TX
Texas Tech University

“This experience has helped me grow as a person on many levels. It taught me the importance of perspective and how I should be grateful for what I have...Most importantly, this journey permitted me to discover that we need to have patience and that problems may take time to solve.”

$250 BOOK AWARD RECIPIENTS

Savannah Ingle
Mooresville, NC
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

“My ITP has taught me that I am a survivor and although my situation may seem bleak, there is always a way to persevere and power through to the end.”

Rachel Netz
Portage, MI
Hope College

“My ITP has undoubtedly shaped me into the person I am today, and I am grateful for the family members, friends, medical professionals, and ITP experts who have helped me to navigate my journey of self-growth.”

Elizabeth Snyder
Arlington Heights, IL
Indiana Wesleyan University

“My experiences with ITP have prepared me to encourage others going through similar circumstances. Just as ITP altered my outlook on life, I aspire to cause positive change in the lives of my patients.”

In Honor
We received contributions from April 1, 2020 to June 30, 2020 in Honor of:
Talon Crist
Janice Jeter
Jennifer Johnson
Colton Lamb
Irene McCormick
Charlotte Mellina
Brian K. Miller
Logan Resch
Cameron Shoulders
Kevin Sherman
Delaney Teague
Sonia Vandama
Derek Zimmerman

In Memory
We received contributions from April 1, 2020 to June 30, 2020 in Memory of:
Marling L. Abel, M.D.
Michele Adler
Hans Bilger
Nancy Chamberlain
Erin A. Doré
Rodney Garrett
Dianne Glickman
Helen Harman
Henry Hebert
Muriel Heyman
Sandra Lee Heyman
Stephanie Lufkin
Sandra Prichard
Keith Pulley
Joseph L. Roberge

If you are considering a tribute donation, please contact PSDA, 8751 Brecksville Road, Ste. 150, Cleveland, OH 44141 or pdsa@pdsa.org or call 440-773-1603.

Thank you to sponsor

Amgen
for supporting the PDSA website www.PDSA.org